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Only Mamiya twin-lens reflexes 
have interchangeable lenses 

., 

MAMIYA C3 

MAMIVAC3 
• choice of 5 superb interchangeable lenses. 65mm wide angle, 80mm short focus, 
105mm standard focus, 135mm long focus and 180mm telephoto. close focusing to 4" 
without close·up attachments. fast handling, rapid·wind crank advances film with one 
stroke and readies shutter for firing. prevents accidental double exposures, but permits 
them when desired. removable viewing hood interchanges with eyelevel finders. reo 
movable back interchanges with single·exposure back for sheet·film plate holders. 

More and more twin-lens camera enthusiasts 
are switching to Mamiya-especiaUy among 
professionals and semi-pros. The convenience 
and versatility offered by Mamiya lens inter
changeability are probably the most significant 
reasons for this trend. 

The Mamiya C3 accepts the same lenses and 
accessories as the Mamiya C2. Essentially, it 
differs from the C2 in that it is semi-automatic: 
equipped with rapid crank transport that ad
vances the film exactly one frame, and readies 
the shutter for firing. As in the case of the C2, 
the Mamiya C3 can be purchased with any of 
5 lenses, or with no lens at all. 

The complement of interchangeable lenses 
includes 

65mm f3.5 wide angle Cat. No. CA60001 
80mm f2.8 short focus Cat. No. CA60002 

105mm f3.5 normal focus Cat. No. CA60003 
135mm f4 .5 long focus Cat. No. CA60004 
180mm f4.5 telephoto Cat. No. CA60005 

Each consists of matched pair of 'taking' and 
'viewing' lenses mounted in M-X synchro shut
ter with speeds from 1 second to 1/500th. 



MAMIYA C3 

cable release 
socket 
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body shutter 
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rapid transport 
film crank 
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ASA film 
speed indicator 

lens lock 
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accessory shoe -"'1+--

standard PC 
flash terminal 

M-X synchro shutter 
to 1/ SOOth sec. 

distance scale 
for all lenses 
with close-up 

exposure factors 

hinged roll film back 
interchanges with single exposure adapter 

for sheet-film / plate holders 

PRO GADGET BAG 
Cat. No. 60405 Top- grain leather case holds 
C2 or C3 camera, hand grip, 4 lenses, lens hoods, 
porro-finder, filters and film. 
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